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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2017071740A1] The invention relates to a connection device for connecting a first suction line (12) to a second suction line (14), in
particular a suction hose of a vacuum cleaner having a handle tube or a suction nozzle, said connection device (10) comprising a first connection
part (16) and a second connection part (18), which is aligned coaxially thereto, relative to a connection axis (28), to which connection parts the first
suction line (12) and the second suction line (14) are fastened or can be fastened, a carrier part (20), which is held on the first connection part (16)
rotatably about the connection axis (28), and at least one first locking element (80) arranged on the carrier part (20) and at least one second locking
element (60) arranged on the second connection part (18), wherein the connection parts (16, 18) can be connected to each other in a connection
direction (44) and the locking elements (60, 80) interlockingly and/or frictionally engage when the connection parts (16, 18) are in the connected
state. In order to provide such a connection device having improved handling, according to the invention at least one first alignment element (76) is
arranged on the carrier part (20) and interacts with at least one second alignment element (54) on the second connection part (18) upon when the
connection parts (16, 18) connect to each other, in order to align the carrier part (20) and the second connection part (18) in a relative position to
each other, in which the locking elements (60, 80) can couple to each other, and the at least one first locking element (80) and the at least one first
alignment element (76) are arranged one behind the other along the connection axis (28) on the carrier part (20). The invention further relates to a
vacuum cleaner for cleaning purposes having such a connection device.
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